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A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 05 May 2016 01:59
_____________________________________

Without much ado here goes - following the sagacious advice of Skeptic to read the Handbook,
and Cordnoy that also encouraged me to invest in the White Book, now let the reading begin.
Thank you guys!!!

All it takes is 5+ Minutes a day, and noting any important info or notes
Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: My re'MARK'able noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 05 May 2016 02:00
_____________________________________

Important Pages I'd promote, i'd like to note the page numbers on this 2nd post, so it stays on
the 1st page here

========================================================================
====

Re: My re'MARK'able noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 05 May 2016 02:04
_____________________________________
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https://guardyoureyes.com/ebooks/the-gye-program/free-handbook?task=callelement&format=raw&item_id=109&element=f85c494b-2b32-4109-b8c1-083cca2b7db6&method=download
https://guardyoureyes.com/forum/19-Introduce-Yourself/285401-Im-Finally-Here#285426
http://66.199.228.237/Sexual_Addiction/whitebook.pdf
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Summary of Important Notes I'd like to share, will reside on this 3rd post, so it stays on the 1st
page here

========================================================================
====

Re: My re'MARK'able noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 05 May 2016 02:06
_____________________________________

GYE HANDBOOK

Page 12: Reporting Software

 

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 05 May 2016 02:59
_____________________________________

GYE HANDBOOK

Page 12: Reporting Software
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Tools

Chizuk emails
Filters
90 day chart
TaPHSiC Method
Forums
Chat Rooms etc...

GYE dropdown only shows "Filters", whereas Accountability is hard to find under the filter
website

Comment: I think "Filters" Should be changed to "Safeguards", and also Accountability
better explained 

How many of you know that a regular smartphone / iphone can have the regular browser totally
locked, and use a dedicated 'webchaver / Accountability' Browser?

Is that info found anywhere on GYE?

I'm not the only one that plays games with filters, others do too, and therefore 'Accountability'
should be offered clearly separately

Moreover, I personally do not use any filtering, but rely entirely on my faithful 'Accountability'
partner

I gleaned from the handbook, that people who don't “acting out” (viewing inappropriate material
and/or hoto’as zera livatala) can suffice with filtering

IMHO, this is great for their kids (I'm being sarcastic) who know how to bypass filtering

Even if the father can rely on filter for himself, but for his family he should have Accountability
Software, to ensure a safe environment
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https://guardyoureyes.com/index.php#
http://visitor.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1102356663036
http://venishmartem.com/
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/90-day-chart
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/taphsic-method
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/forums
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/chat-rooms
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My 2 cents

Edit: The following is from page 19

. Even if we have a filter installed, it is important to have accountability software. When lust
attacks, an addict can usually find a way around his filter, but if he knows that his partner will
see all the sites he is trying to access, it will be a far stronger deterrent. If you are having a hard
time finding a partner or you’re too embarrassed, use our Knas Based Accountability program
at www.gye.org.il/kba (minimum $100 Knas for every bad report). 

 

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 05 May 2016 15:27
_____________________________________

Today is day 2 of surf-reading the handbook, This is a public thread - All are invited to write your
own comments etc etc

One thing I don't want to do here is copy and paste whole pages from the GYE Handbook or
Whitebook

If you find any remarkable things to share, please note those for our inspiration too, eg page
number and what you found can be a great tool etc

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by Workingguy - 05 May 2016 16:25
_____________________________________
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http://www.gye.org.il/kba
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markz wrote on 05 May 2016 02:59:

GYE HANDBOOK

Page 12: Reporting Software

Tools

Chizuk emails
Filters
90 day chart
TaPHSiC Method
Forums
Chat Rooms etc...

GYE dropdown only shows "Filters", whereas Accountability is hard to find under the filter
website

Comment: I think "Filters" Should be changed to "Safeguards", and also Accountability
better explained 

How many of you know that a regular smartphone / iphone can have the regular browser totally
locked, and use a dedicated 'webchaver / Accountability' Browser?

Is that info found anywhere on GYE?
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/forum/id-286688
https://guardyoureyes.com/index.php#
http://visitor.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1102356663036
http://venishmartem.com/
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/90-day-chart
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/taphsic-method
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/forums
https://guardyoureyes.com/tools/chat-rooms
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I'm not the only one that plays games with filters, others do too, and therefore 'Accountability'
should be offered clearly separately

Moreover, I personally do not use any filtering, but rely entirely on my faithful 'Accountability'
partner

I gleaned from the handbook, that people who don't “acting out” (viewing inappropriate material
and/or hoto’as zera livatala) can suffice with filtering

IMHO, this is great for their kids (I'm being sarcastic) who know how to bypass filtering

Even if the father can rely on filter for himself, but for his family he should have Accountability
Software, to ensure a safe environment

My 2 cents

When you do that on the iPhone there is still a problem because you can access a browser
through many apps, so what you have to do is also add restrictions on browsing- either white list
or youth.

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 05 May 2016 16:59
_____________________________________

I personally don't use my iPhone for work, so I suffice with white list, and hadn't tested what you
say

Go to

Settings > General > Restrictions
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Is it not possible to totally restrict / block the regular browser?

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 06 May 2016 02:20
_____________________________________

Handbook pg 12-13

Summary of GYE program #3 + #4

There is what to comment on, but I hope to read the elaborations first

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by eslaasos - 06 May 2016 04:27
_____________________________________

markz wrote on 05 May 2016 02:59:

IMHO, this is great for their kids (I'm being sarcastic) who know how to bypass filtering

Even if the father can rely on filter for himself, but for his family he should have Accountability
Software, to ensure a safe environment

My 2 cents

Mark,
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https://guardyoureyes.com/the-gye-program/initial-evaluation
/forum/id-286688
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Accountability by its nature does not ensure a safe environment, especially for kids.

Filters are a technical preventative.

Accountability is a behavioral deterrent.

Accountability without filtering is pointless, especially for kids, who are hopefully not yet
searching to bypass filters, or accountability software, in order to access porn.

For example, my children legitimately need to go online for school work. I'm sure you know as
well as I do that the most innocent Google search can return inappropriate matches in the
Images results. If not for the filter that I use to block images, I would be terrified to allow my
children to use the internet for school, even when I am right there monitoring their usage live.

If you want to protect your children from exposure to inappropriate images, it wont help to be
notified after the fact by the accountability software.

Just my half a cent.

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by eslaasos - 06 May 2016 15:11
_____________________________________

Mark,

I am sorry if I was a little rough in my previous post. I felt that your post was potentially very
harmful to others who rightfully respect you and read your posts with great interest.

If I'm wrong, I hope someone will correct me, but until that happens, I think the message to bash
filters and promote accountability software in its place is very dangerous.

Putting aside that I meant this for everyone (because even the worst addicts have innocent
children), but these forums are read by thousands of anonymous guests whose level of
"addiction" varies widely.

Please keep going with the review, and like any good book club, critique may invite more
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discussion which will hopefully be mutually beneficial.

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by abie - 06 May 2016 15:46
_____________________________________

.

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by markz - 06 May 2016 16:01
_____________________________________

Laasos, I didn't hear any critique

But I think you misunderstood

Where did I say to use only Reporting System for kids, and exclude filtering?

Please read it again

I meant that many kids are cleverer than their filter / parents, and I've found accountability
software more reliable to track any instances of breach c'v, but yes it is not a protection - I'm
sure you understand the difference. 

I wanted to thank you for your post, because it's an encouraging push to install filtering on my
devices

I personally don't allow my kids online unsupervised, which is why I had delayed adding filtering
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"Thank you for posting and thank you for listening"

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by Workingguy - 06 May 2016 17:35
_____________________________________

markz wrote on 05 May 2016 16:59:

I personally don't use my iPhone for work, so I suffice with white list, and hadn't tested what you
say

Go to

Settings > General > Restrictions

Is it not possible to totally restrict / block the regular browser?

I think even if you restrict Safari you can still access the browser through the apps, so you have
to restrict on the browsing settings as well. Otherwise, you can load the browser through all
********** (don't want to cause issues) and many others.

========================================================================
====

Re: A reMARKable noteBOOK
Posted by Shlomo24 - 06 May 2016 18:13
_____________________________________

Filters are good. But I wouldn't want then to be the only thing stopping me from acting out, what
a terrible life that would be.

========================================================================
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/forum/id-286794
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